Watch the video and decide if the sentences are True (T) False (F) or Not Given (NG). Correct the false ones/use short answer forms

1. A huge number of people in the world use social media today  
   T  F  NG

2. Young people like spending more time socialising online  
   T  F  NG

3. Esplorio is a free app for travel tracking  
   T  F  NG

4. The inventors of Esplorio (Tim Fernando and Essa Saulat) set up the company together  
   T  F  NG

5. The inventors of Esplorio used many social media sites  
   T  F  NG

6. They could develop their project thanks to a university scholarship  
   T  F  NG

7. In the future Esplorio will recommend places to our friends based on our suggestions  
   T  F  NG

8. Very few entrepreneurs are creating social media sites today  
   T  F  NG

9. Some sites are going to innovate our lives  
   T  F  NG